What can you do together as Buddies?

Are you curious and do you enjoy getting to

Stiftung Bildung

know people and their stories and cultures?
Get more information on this program at:
As a tandem

As a class

As a family

I. You.

Learning from and with each other!
Are you particularly good at anything or would
you like to become better at it?
Exchange experiences and help each other!

Common
hobbies

Projects &
Workgroups

Moments of
everyday life

Do you like
playing football or are you
a big fan of
another type
of sport? Do
you like music
or crafting?
Share your
hobbies with
each other or
get to learn a
new one!

Organize
common
projects or
workgroups
related to
exciting topics
you are interested in, such
as theatre,

Experience
them together
and in the
family, such as
having dinner,
grocery shopping, listening
and talking to
each other …

We.

Learning from each other.
Experiencing with each other.

Stiftung Bildung is a foundation focusing on a wide
variety of topics. We welcome any donation that can
help us support projects like this in the future.

arts, cooking …

Donations account
GLS Bank
IBAN: DE43 43060967 1143928901
BIC: GENODEM1GLS

Spending free time together
Explore the town together, play together
or go on joint excursions.

www.stiftungbildung.com

The motto is: Everything you enjoy is permitted –
let your ideas go wild. Together with your tandem
Buddy you agree when and how often you want
to meet. Moreover, we will organize exciting and
entertaining activities and actions for you.

Buddy-Program between
locals and refugees

The way of a Buddy tandem

What is a Buddy tandem?

Others:
Serbian
Russian

I speak the following languages:

Hobbies

Adress

German

Email
Phone




Surname



I’m new here

● “Get to know a Buddy” event
● Buddy agreement is made
● Your common regular meetings start
● Moreover, you will get invitations, e.g.:
• Group events
(excursions, projects, initiatives)
• Tandem party
• Closing event

I know my way around

Simply share your interest with us – we will help
you find a tandem Buddy:

I’m interested in joining a Buddy tandem

The way of a Buddy tandem

First Name

Farsi

A tandem consists of a refugee and a local. You
enter into a Buddy agreement together and voluntarily. A single person, an entire class or a family
can become part of the Buddy-Program. A permanent contact person will accompany you for the
duration of the program.

With the help of your data we will pair up the tandem. If you don’t want to take part anymore just let us know.

French

Age

The start in a foreign country is easier when
you meet friendly and open-minded people
there. Wouldn’t you like getting the opportunity
of meeting new fellow human beings? Then take
part! Become a part of a Buddy tandem where
you learn from each other and gain experiences
together.

English

locals and refugees

Arabic

Buddy-Program between

